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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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,9 Local New*
and
Local Pictures
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The City
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Circulation In
The County

United Press

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon,

ly 18, 1958

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 170

Buildup Continues In Lebanon And Jordan; Nassar
Is Warned Of Grave Danger If He Attacks Forces

S
Aden
lipe

Arab Republic
Ambassador
Reveals Note

Oc
lb

Public Admitted To
Assistance Meet

State Mails Out
Anti-Wyatt Editorial
In Week's Mailing

Khrushchev And Nasser Hold
Meetings Over Developments

HOPKINSVILLE (UPI) — A
meeting of.. Public assistance reFRANKFORT (UPI) —G. M.
eipients called by the state DePedley, commissioner
of
the
partment of Economic Security
state Department of Public Rehere Thursday was thrown open
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) —
The job eras part of a throng
lations, said Thursday that a
to press and public, and drew
President Game! itabdel Nasser estimated at from 50,000 to 100,copy af a political editorial was
UNITED
NATIONS, N. Y. an overflow crowd.
hurried
to Moscow f o r eight 000 who demonstrated in MoeState Commissioner of Eco- mailed to newspapers and radio
—The United States has
hours of secret strategy confer- cow today.
stations this week at the request
served notice on Cairo that if nomic Security Veit°. E. Barnes
ences with Prermer Nikita KhruAnti-American_ or anti-Briath
uf Governor A. B. Chandler.
United Arab Republic troops at- had announced at Paducah Wedshichev insnelitiately after learn- demonstrations have been reThe editorial, Trom the Hennesday
that
such
rneefings. ox
tack iAmerlean foreee
--Mg- -cif _ITS. Marina landings- --in- parted --in—ea-oleasto-eighte-eities
derson Gleaner and 3'c7(feriall, was
non, the consequences will be which a number are scheduled
Lebanon, Cairo and Damascus in she last three -days.
critical of Wilson Wyatt, an
THE
VMS
WASP
in
the
near
future,
would
be
"of dangerous proportion."
radios disclosed today.
anti-administration candidate for
closed
press
to
and
public.
1JA/R Ambassador Ornar Loufti
Nehru Asks 'Withdrawal
Meanwhile,
S. Marines in
governor.
Barnes
-made
that
announcetold the United Nations Security
Iii" the swirl of other develop•
Pedley
/said,
"The
ment
governor
after
Bert
T.
Combs, an
ments, official sources in New
Council a note to that effect had
anti-administration candidate for asked us to include that item.
Delhi reported Prime M1ni
been delivered by the United
:
9er
the Democrat ic gubernatorial There is no change in policy and
olewaharlal Nehru today
States to the foreign pace in
nomination in 1959. had charged this agency will net be Used in
pApAascus, Syria (UPI) — ally requestedrequeSted the United States
ciiiro this morning.
that the administration was us- any political campaign."
President Carnal Abdel 'Nasser to 'withdraw from Lebanon. The
'rtw note said the landing of ing
Pedley, who servea as Chand-i
the meetings to further the
of the United Arab Republic de- request was made in a mes.sage
American troops was designed
candidacy ofaLt. Gov. Harry Lee ler's publicity chainman during
clared tonight after a conference to President Eisenhower handed
to uphold the independence of Waterfield
. who attended one of the 1955 campaign. often has
in Moscow that the Arab bloc ttsthe U. S. Ambasador in New
Lebanon and protect
S. na- the imeetings in Louisville.
said that tie .would not permit
NMI "carry . arms" aitainst any Dethi, the 'sources said.
tionals. Lourfti told the eouncil,
At the meeting here Thursday, the department to become, an
Britain continued to rush
vention in Iraq.
adding that it also expressed however, no effort
was made to outlet for political propaganda
TTPoPt .i1740 ;WOAD •aad. a. was
WA`NnilmV.s
keepesterbrielv out of the Chris- in any - campaign.
the 'forces as soon as possible. - tian Ceuntyi Courthous
root increased thee- strengly expected that. by midnight to.
e, which
He said, "If I take any active
-"It said that theu DAR must overflowed with an estimated
-1-Bontinued on Paste
,fr'tsnore' than'6,000' then in a'
800 part in the campaign of Waterunderstand that if US. ',troops persons, mostly aged, and many
rinsfsive reply to Russia's ultimafield. I will resign from my post
are attacked by troops of the crippled -or nearly blind.
tum to "get out" of the troubled
in the state goverrinent."
Shill or under UAR control, and
Orval Barnes, public relations
-Middle FAA.
Lieutenant Governor Harry
if the United States is convinced chief for the Department of
Global aspeets of the developLee Waterfield. the Chandler THE OEM E.S8Ktt
they have instructions from the Economic
Security, explained, backed candidate
ing struggle 'between the Nasfor
governor,
LEAD U. S. SIXTH FLEET INTO TROUBLED WATERS — These
UAiR, then the consequences will "We were 'told' -we could lock
mighty American aircraft carriers led
ser-CommuniSt camp on the one
!aid he did not know anything
the United States Sixth Fleet Into the crisis-turn Middle
be cat dangerous proportion," the courthouse doors to everyEast as Britian and French fleets were
hand and US.-led Western na'about the mailing of the editoralerted
fur possible Big Three intervention in the explosive
body but the public assistance
Loud' said.
situation. The Sixth Fleet liss a force
tions on the other were assumtal
of about 5,400 Marines &Ward.-Taw Marines were landed
atnrits-W1171 —Rif7; y
tit
Lebanon without opposition under air
ing proportions equal to or overThe editorial in question is
coves provided by the t7
Essex.
The fourth day's debate on
(contras eras,)
shadowing military .developments
entitled "Nasty Game of Politics!
the Middle East crisis ofiened
in Lebanon or in Jordan where
Seems Most Everyone' Plays His
with a reply by Lebanese AmBritish paratroops a rr iv ed
Way." It was written by Mrs.
The growth at the educational
bassador Karim Azikoul .
ThurseMy.
a
Francelle Armstrong; publisher_,
paints- lireCamniuntrt powers were tilp system in Calloway County was
Of the GIegfier and Journal.
Wously ralued.
ping their people into furious the subject, of the talk made
The editorial criticized Wyatt
LT.5.—Arribassador Henry CAN
demonstrations against both the yesterdse by Dr. Hugh MoElrarh
/for • comments made at HopillissDr. E H. Oakley, chiropractor Mated States and Britain
Lodge, replying to a question
pt the Murray Rotary Club.
vine regarding the resignation
will open his clink at Aurora,
raised Thursday night by AmApparently the United States ' Dr. Merhatiti told the Hetetof Dr. James Martin as state
Kentucky on Monday. July 21 in moved swiftly to
bassador iMickil Majid Abteass,
counter the ians that bank in the early hishighway commissioner.
the clinic formerly occupied by Khrushchev
who was appointed by Iraq's
- Nasser meetings tory ofthe county when there
Wyatt implied that Martin's
Dr. W. R. APernathy.
late King Feisal, said the United
which extendod thraugh Wed- was no school .systern, t h a ti
resignation was necessary in orStates was prepared to withcitizens joined together to hire
der to permit the highway deDr. Oakley is a graduate of nesday.
draw its troops frorn Lebanon
teachers to instruct their chil-.
Warns Nasser
partment to be used for political
Murray High School, attended
A good. crowd was on hand self. Tins work
if this were requested by the
UAR Ambassador Omar Loutfi dren.
will involve the Murray State College prior . to
Mr. Jessie Baiiey in a d e the purposes in the upcoming gub- last night at 7:30 at the
Beirut government.
In 1851 public lands were alcourt straightening and widening of ,entering the
ernatorial campaign.
service, and re- told the 1Jrnted Nations Security
woodwork
that
around
the
is
house to hear a discussion of the the Clark's River
•As •Lodge began to speak, 3
Council in New York today that lotted to schools, and Canoway
frcrn the new
Copies of 'two other editorials
windows
clerk's
ofthe
city
of
project being planned by the Concord bridge on
spectator rose in the public gala US. note delivered in Cairo County had 'a seminary at New
from the Gleaner and Journal
highway 121
East Fork Water Shed Conser- to the mouth of
lery and shouted something un- fice and the gas sytem office.
this mutating warned Nasser that Concord and one in . Murray.
the river where
were also included in the mailvancy District.
intelligible. .He was hustled out
it meets the Tennessee River.
any attack by United Arab Re- One room of the large house
w. The other editorials pr3
ise
to a detention room by U. N. There are a lot of fancy donde&
the bus station was
Present
for
This
the
is
public troops on US. forces in across
a
distance
meeting,
were
of
about
Chandler
35
as
a native s o n cf
across the top which only a
guards.
Lebanon would have consequen- used as a School in Murray for
Henderson County on the occa- H. E. Hecker, State Conserva- miles.
craftsman
Bailey
like
Skilled
Mr.
It appeared , Certain that the
The distrait will be in charge
ces of "dangerous ,proportion." some time, he said.
sion of 'the dedication of a mark- tionist with the Soil Conservacouncil would reject — probably could accomplish.
In 1871 a Stock gotripany was
In Moscow, a ,mob of nearly
Arthur
Dykes, of land treatment and the strucer at his birthiplate near Cory- tion Service,
late today — rwái American and
Chief Planning Engineer, Corps tures necessary Ito complete the
20,000 persons screaming "get formed in Murray and a school
don..
anyone
who
plans
there
is
to
Soviet resolutions calling res- If
out of Lebanon" burst through Was built in the present locaPedley said all, three editor- of Engineers. Gil Varney, Forest project. Thir:y - two structures
tively for the creation of a U.N. attend the horse races at the
Service, Upper Darbey, Pa., Mr. are proposed .for the projeet,
pokce lines and hurled ink bot- tion of Murray High School.
ials
came
from
the
governor's
lice force and for the imrnedi- James C. Ellie Park, we have,
Grogan. ASC Fiekirnan, and including at least 19 dams, some
tles
and stones at the U.S. Em- Professor Henry Hold, 'grandoffice
at
die
same
time
and he
Tie withdrawal of US. and Brit- some free passes we'll be glad
Wayne Williams, Division Soil fills, baffle structures, etc.
bassy.
The mob smashed nearly father of Dr. Hugh lideElrath,
read
only
the
two
concerning
ish troops from the !Waddle Fpet. to hand over.
"The virpose of all the dams
every window on the embassy was the first principal.. Ohondler He said he did not and Water Resources.
The school had seven _rooms
'Ai good representation , of the and lakes on the watershed will
first floor. Some missiles reachThis is the old Dade Park half- read the editorial concerning land owners
in the East Fork be to hold the water where it
ed as high as Ambassador Lle- and. an auditorium. This ectidol
way 'between Henderson and Wyatt.
of the Clark's River were pres- falls-and to prevent silt and top
wellyn Thompson's ninth floor burned. in 1904, he said and was
Evaneville
ent also.
office, indicating use of sling- rebuilt. This school too burned
soil from being carried downand in -1921 the present strucThe move underway is to stream.
shots or air guns.
The terse 'white, pink or red
ture was conetnkted.This seined
harness the water of the East
The Board of Supervisors of
flowers now in bloom are Ribhas been added on to seveeal
Fork of the Clark's River water- the district made application to
iSICUS. Burman Parker has some
times.
shed, to ktep valuable top soil Mr. Hecker /or a plan or survey
Chatsworth, Calif. (AHTNC) — and Burnett Waterfield also has
A seventeen year old youth from being carried into 'Clark's on which to work. This survey
Dr. illeElrath said at one time
alive James H. Miller, son of some nice ones. This is the smalwas apprehended last night by River on to the Tennessee River. will cost about $70,000. The cost
the cousaty had 86 schools in
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Miller, ler variety of Hibiscus. T h e
city police. He was wanted for
operatian. These were usually
The US. Engineers will do of the dams and other work a ill
Dr. E. H. Oakley
Hazel, Ky., and Pvt. Eura W. flower is the same size
as the questioning 'by local police, #nd work on the
small and served communk ice
Clark's River it- cost an estimated $15,000,000 and
Flood, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt one that grows to fifteen
feet, he left his location in a telein the county.
will be paid for by the Federal' ceived his D. C. degree from
Flood of Hazel route three rebut the plant is smaller.
Lincoln Chiropractic College at
phone booth on the square and
'Dr. AlkicElrath said that he beGovernment.
cently were assigned to the 551st
ran. Police caught up with him
lieved that it was this "vision,
The government pays the en- Indianapolis, Indiana.
Antiaircraft Atrillery Missile BatThe kind we have grow higher and held him for questioning.
For the peat eight years he
desire and determination to protire cost when the project is
talion in Chatsworth, Calif. ,
than the house and bloom proA check with Paris, Tennessee
vide our children with the betlinked with agriculture and will has been in practice in Farmville,
The boys, assigned tp the
fusely for some time.
police indicated that the police
A Stolen pistol .was recovered ter things of (life" that laid the
battalion's Battery C. entered the
share the coat when other pur- North Carolina. He is an active
member of the Methodist church this
there were searching for him.
Army in April of this year and
Week by city police 'and ground work for the obtaining
poses are the end result.
and has been a Methodist lay Carl
received basic training at Fort Lent year we counted over fifty He is being held for tliem.
Ray
has 'been charged with of Murray State College.
Most
landowner
s present last preacher for the past siir years.
'Dome at one time, all cif them
He pointed put that in this
egnox, Ky.
Grand
Larceny
in connection
night indicated that the right of
He is C charter member and
first school in 1671 that such
Nineteen -year old Miller is a larger than your hand.
way for the dams could be ob- past president of '(he Farmville with the theft an71 placed in the
subjects as Latin, Greek, Erench
1956 graduate of Hazel High
county jail.
tained.
Liohs Club and is a member of
The tall kind 'bloom after the
School. and Flies& age -14T
Cited of Police Charlie Mart and cerman were_ tatight.
Natioriat,
the
North
the
Carolina
variety.
'mailer
Visiting it6tarians were Frank
tended Hazel High.
The dam? would be on private
and the Kentucky Association of said today that he already had Blake
of Paris, Harry Steinhukz
property and the lakes also. The
Ray in the jail op a dr un It
Chiropract
ors.
Hazel
W.O.W.
Camp 138 met
Wi finally got our lawnmower
water frorn the lakes could be
charge and Was working on the of Wood River, III., 0. L. McDr.
Oakley
said
that
North
in
regular session last night in
blade Sharpened. It has been
Elroy of Eminence, a n d Mr.
used for stock water, irrigation, Carolina
is a wonderful state theft at the same time.
knocking the end of the grass the WOW. Hall with District
or .fiehing and other recreation. and they have
Since the city" cannot handle Miller cd Mayfield.
many
friends
off the last 'few week's, rather Manager, James Parker of MurD. Ea Diveltiti.s reported that
Grand
Larceny charges, Ray
L. D. Miller, who is on the there, but "there is no place
than cutting it. Mowing the yard ray, presiding in the absence of
was turned over 'to county au- the average attendance for the
like
home
and
Western
Kenyesterday we could really tell Consul Commander, Carm on
board of supervisors, said that
Rotary year ending June was
thorities.
Parks.
lin reality the watershed project tucky."
the difference.
The pistol was stolen from the 92.12 per cent. Attendance Last
Mrs. Oakley, the former Miss
Only
routine business
is - something like C small 'T'V,
was
firm of Kirk A. Pool on July 7. week was 93 per cent.
in that the water is harnessed Mary Lou Kemble of Lafayette,
Rev. Paul 'Lyles looks at prob- conducted in the short busheis
Indiana will assist in the clinic.
session
held.
and
_Allan
held
,Ratteree
clearly
Whore it fats.
lems as
as anyethe we
received the $25 door prize. Reknow.
"
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Actual werk could begin in
freshments were served after the
By United Press International
18
months.
Many folks have a tendency to meeting adjourned.
a
The extended weather forecast
color the ectuation or fail to look
Special homecoming serviees
By United Press International
for Kentucky for the five-day have been planned
Southwest Kentucky — Partly at the problem squarely without
this weekend,
Bro.
T.
L.
Campbell
Local Weather Report
period Saturday through Wed- at Line Oak
ASSASSINATION DENIED
cloudy, warm and humid with any reservations. Rev. tlaylee gots
Primitive Baptist
The revival services will be- nesday: Temperatures will
to
heart
the
ptoblern.
the
of
7:30
a.
averin.
Church.
today
scattered thundershowers today,
A revival will -begin Monday,
Services will be held
CAIRO (UP?) —Bagdad Radio gin at Brooks Chapel 'Methodist age two to lour degrees below tonight Ind
*Might and Saturday. High today
July 21, at the Elm Grove Baptomer-sew and Sun-tilearch
.Stmetayiie
yening,
.
claimed
July
20
Thursday
normal;
night
that
normal
Instance
For
heard
we
FadHighest
a
mean
temperature last 24 tist Church. Bro. T. L. Campspeaker
fur Ken- day. Lunch will be served on
In the upper 80's, low tonight in
at
and
7:45
will
Ml
continue
Al-Jamali
,ithreugh
,
former
tucky
one
prime
is
time
say
77,
minthat
most
normal extreme(' the grounds following the eleven
accidents hours, 93 degrees.
mid-70's.
bell, pastor of the Briensburg
for Louisville 89 and 67. Little o'clock services
are caused by speed. This is
Lowest temperature last 24 Baptist Church, will be the ister and. foreign minister of Friday, July 25.
Saturday 'a n d
SeKIres
Iraq,
will
has
be
held
not
been
twice
killed
cooler
as
Saturday
night; litt:e Sunday.
Temperatures at 5 a.m. C.D.T.: true, but if the speaker had hours, 70 degrees.
evangelist and Bro. Aubrey Cook
daily
previously
at
2:30
p.m.
reported
and,
7:45
but
OM.
is
in priwarmer Monday and somewhat
Covington 71, Evansville, Ind., 73, wanted to gee at the heart of
Present temperature, 75
The visiting preacher for these
will be in charge of the music.
son awaiting trial 'with other with the pastor, Layne Shank- cooler again Wednesday
Paducah 72, Bowling Green 75, the problem he would have
Relative humidity, 91%.
. Precis special services in castration of
Services will be'heicl daily at traitors."
lin,
It
as
the
had
speaker.
'been
reported
['Mahon will total 14 to 11
Lexingtrte1'2, 'London 73, alop- pointed °tut that drunk driving
Rainfall durnig last 24 hours, 200 pm. and 8:00 pm. The
/
2 inch- the first anniversary of t Is e •
earlier this week that he was
The public is inytted to attend es, locally more. Scattered
plus speed is the primary cause. .1 inch.
kinsville /5.
Show- church, w1 be Eddie Beshear
public is urged to attend.
killed by the rebels.
these services.
ers throughout the period.
of Dawson Springs.

•

(GPI)

Bulletin

I1MOUR

Growth Of
Education Is
raced Here

ET
53
)ed Beef
490

Watershed Meet
Held Last Night

Dr.-E. H. Oakley
To OpenOffices

amaptc....t—aniner

Seen-& Heard
Around Murray

NISHINE

Graham
35*

TWIN BAGS
AY'S

10 CHIPS

Local Boys Are In
AA Missile Group

Youth Apprehended
For Paris Police

Stolen Pistol
Recovered By
City Police

Bro. CampbeIrTo
Be Evangelist

I'S BEST

Hazel WOW Camp
Met Last )tight
-

CREAM

iAS

WEATHER
REPORT

can

r29

Brooks Chapel To
Start Revival

a

•••

•

reoPY

NOT ALL

--

Liu‘ssurrli,

Homecoming Planned
By Local Church

1

•
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•

-

•

•e,

•

•-erne i • •
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THE LEDGER & TIMES DOWN CONCORD

PUISLid
- HED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Tunesnlierald, October 20, 1928, ane the West Kentuckian, January
• I, lee.

WAY

.1.11•••••11.1m.

JAMES C.

iLLEA1

. PUBLISHER

Showers of blessings were in
We reserve the right to ree
any A. erAsing, Letters to the F •
the good groond soaking rain
or Public Voice items whicn, in our opinion, are not for Uai
we 'had last week. Crops and
Interest ol our readers.
g txkas are flourishing and we
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITNIER CO. 1368
heortroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York, 307 N victe- I certainly should be thankful.
Revivals a r e in proess
gan aye, Chicago: 80 „Bolyston St., Boston.
crowds attended the Concord
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, fur transceiseion as Church of Cheiet an last week.
Second Class Matter
This ,vseek we see cars going
6UBSCR1PTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week : 4, per toward- the BLescl River Etspest
month 85e. In Calloway and acinunosa counties, per year, Poo, else. 'Church as the revivel is -in prov. heels SSA,
gress. Next week the "'services
be held at Mt. Carmel
FRIDAY — JULY 18, 1958
church.
We enjoyed 'Bro. Louis Joiner's
oi-mon Sunday at Sulphur
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
, Spring. Itis text. was from Rev.
!11-1, and The "Inge' stood saying,
New City Hall and Gas Building
$120,000
-Riee .and measure the temple
Sewer Plant Expansion
f God, and the altar, and them
$125,000
it w irehip More in."New School Buildings
$110,000
Bee. Joiner made us feel that
_Planning and Zoning Commission witl
. were all under God's stern
Professional Consultation
-..nection. and that he was not
otiretiqg or looking for /tie
•
church builekng or the
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
worthipper. but that he
Industrial Expansion
5Esareh;ng for the heartier:
.gion which our forefathers
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters
mothers experienced in the
Wideneg Streets In Some Areas
v 5 of old, log churches and
Continued Home Building
'sable been. Cr word "reAirport For Murray
sat" and- theirs had entirely
- fferento-meanings.
.
City Auditorium
We are sorry for all those
are sick and sorrowing
Mr. Pete Wierhirt and Mr.
- _
.
- —
11
MeCulhon are both in
• moos hespital f -sr surgery.
BIBLE THOUG4T—FOR -TODAY—
o' know that they and those
Jesus said unto them, My time is noeyet
• :ft them long to be back home.
come, but your time is always ready.
We have seen scveral people
sorely visiting home folks, Mr.
John 7:6.
_
-.A Airs. Etrin Geurin, Mr. and
The disciples failed at first. but at long
Oecoe Patterson, Mr. and
'1 -s. 'Homer Lassiter, Virginia
last they rose .magnificently to their calling.
-..ndred and husband, and Joe
1"erstuspn and others.
One wedding WS! that of
J3ree, Stubblefield to a Cadiz
CALLING A HALT
and one birds was that of
•
"'• f rifler Mary Ann Bonner's
•°
sous
-and- -husband
of
paZt ikes Wlicch made land;
esill-sfeuring arrow - o
stnt CO

*11

ow"

Azinx&s-

4

_

-I

-

•

- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mary Miller, Nellie Dodsorr,
Thomas Kelly
Ferguson
and
Kathleen Wilkinson. to 11 u
Ferguson; 12 acres.
Kelley C. Witherspoon- a n
E. Witherepeon to L. C.
Emerson Jr., and 'Thelma Zinc:son; lot.
Pet Murdock hag been sick and
B. H. Brown to PE M. -Hopwent to the doctor for treatment. good and Leela B. Hopgood
; lot.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Tolliver of
Sulley N -a n c e Live-sae to
Michigan has been visiting in Maude yorrest
Nance; 20 abres.
Calloway lately.
Albert W. Parker and Zlial
Visitors at Al Lartess• Sunday. L. Parker
to David J. Gowan
were Mr. and Mrs. Edd Dillies-and Edna J. Gowan; tot.
ham of Dawson and Mr. and Mrs.
S. V. Foy to Rub Graves
Derville Farles.s and family of
Gingles; 1 lots.
Detroit. Reva Shelton and chil%sae Rotserts and Mary Robdren of Murray, George Carnell
eels to Lela Roberts;
and Charlie Beeman.
--C• S. Honslin to H. E. Watford;
Mr. Let- Vicker has been visiting his daughter. Mrs. Euel
Donahoe) and family of near
Calvert City
.
,
Hollie McCSIlon is on the sick
list and under, the care of a
doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Easley
and Mr. Grissow took supper with
Mrs. nNgertz
ula
Ptejoas
tie
rry Frto
idayui-rilghand
t.

Billions
•
O
die-Slump

SCOTT DRUG CO.

i

TERMITES

Rogers; -lot.

•
18, 1958

FRIDA'

Lit us help pay
Thos. bills post doe-Get money quickly
-N.,.And confidential too.

.

:William M. whsneti and Sallie Whitmeiii to Louis Kerlick
and Bess Kerte:do lot.

•

jLOANS TO $300
AmmM111•••••••

MISSING HIS PIPES

FRIENDLY
FINANCE INC.

LONDON (UPI) — Police'reported Thursday the statue of
Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens
is missing its pipes again. A thief
has wrenched the pipes from the
hanils writhe little boy for the
second time in eight years.

MIMI SEWN 1110111111
Enna

4e/wee,,you
to furnish my den or office
with economical office supplies and furnishings
from the Ledger & Times!
Inn=

MEI

Inn=

UNITED
Cmbassai
Jordanial
Council
volutiona
—
—
Feisal.

SINES

FIREPROOF
CHESTS

Built

(Continui

Atm at le
Irish and
`` and Royal
be in AMITI
The Nes:
•ference eta

BOND BOX

LOW cook fireproof peotectioes.
(one hour at 1700') for your
valuables. Variety of uses sad
models, all finished in metallic
pay. Inside dimensions 13' wide
04" deep a 6' high.

I

:oa,

3 acres.
W. C. Butterworth and Freda
C. Butterworth to Joe Wailer
End)
. -and Mary L. Fridy; lot.
Parker Motors, to Joe W.
Parker arid Madge Patterson
Parker; lot.
Runic Warren and Dorris Warren to M. B. Rogers and Durna

JULY

I RESOLVE...,

JuruLir Compton . and ner sive

_-.4r.„

Octfcl

a

Mrs. Wade Lynn Jones who
have just recently married. We
wish for them much happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Sills and
their two daughters, Laura Dean'
and Terry, Lynn owere Sunday I
dinner guests of 'Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Erwin. .
Little Billie Ray Potts visited
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Durwood Potts over the weekend.
Congratulations to. Mr. and Mrs
Jewell McCallner.. on the arrival
of their daughter born Jit the
urraTTFospitar.
Mrs. Tedd Potts of near Lynn
Grove went to Nashville a few
days ago to see the doctor fgt.,
a check-up.
Mr. alad.„Mrs. Guy Rudd spent
Saturday nigh: with Mrs. Rudd's
sister, Mrs. Nettie Perry.
Crops and gardens :oak nice
since the rain that came a few
days ago. We have lots to thank
the Lord for,
• t
Visitor; to se,e Mrs. Cora Carnell the -last 'few days were; Mr.
an
Mil. _ liolliesslieCielleas. Mr.,
and Mrs. Clarence Erwin. 3drs.

children, Mr. and Mrs. Hays
McCallon, Mrs. Harry Lee Potts
and son Gary, Mrs. Coil Compton
and two daughters, Mrs. Katie
Potts, PhUng Pore little Billy
Rey Pone, W. A. Ein7Ceharley
I Beaman. Paul Paschall, Lee Vick-.
n Vacations
I.ers. .Barnii Darnell and Mrs.
tarbare Potts. _
.
want to thank evereune whr
has done anything fur my fasince I have been sick, far
nice cards sent, and the prays::
„
ffered in-my behalf. I also thark
By ELMER C. W-At.ZER
Guy 'Rildr1.-11-a-rn e y Dar UPI Financial leiter
e
Reva Sa,
NEW YORK (UPIi — If you Marian
and Ynenta W want to know why the thing fur
transportation •
lee'
we are in is called a recession the
chsocr while
and not a depression just look- -May
they have sir
at the billions being spent on time
in need. God 13,es, you all.
vacations and travel.
Cora Carnell
In a real depression,. faces
(Lazy Daisy)
hang way down, and people stay
close to their hornes, be they
eve? so humble.
NO HUSBANDS WANTED
They certainly aren't staying
close to home this year and they
BIRMINGHAM, Eng. t UPI
haven't' stopped playing.
Brie* obstetrician soundsO
This travel and recreation buse
• There is no use to attempt to ignore
iness may well run to 40 Milk* fervent prayer Wednesday
the possibility
-Sollars — about one-seventh ot spouses of expectant mi,
of tar in the Near East. Russia has
already declared
total consumer spending for keep (Alt of maite_rnity se
the .iiinang of United States Marines as
"aggression," goods -and services — says Pren- Addressing 'a medical a•eonfetence. Prof. H. C. '
• and.she may be relied upon to fan the
sparks of Arab oce-Hall in its current "report on said husbands in the
war
business."
battled of the West through-out the Middle
East. 1,1 she
The recreation buskess is so a damn nuisance and really
is ready for World War Three what has
. nutsing :themselves." •
already ha p+ HI that. it. branchet, into all
•
pened can easily mark its beginning.
finales of American industry—
•%
even
the
to
durable
goods lines. •
te that a$ it may..tbere miss.
r —
st be a stopping place
Prentice-Hall advises adapting
and•Lebanon is as good as av. The
Berlin airlift didn't one's bushier to this . line as a
, spaiik the third World Wier, nor did
the "police action'• vital source of new 'business.
Since it booms in recession
in, tor'ea. We may have several tests
during the cold periods, the travel and
recreation
war: now in progress and, we believe
- the marines are niarkets at recession proof. Some
me I i g t-ItiEVtei-trei-eksftitty.
set theotrnes have !reran)
, boothaid.
Here's why these lines are
recession proof: Paid vacations
ape better pa.d and they're longer; retirement is *cemlng at an
• earlier efe,. financial retire ment
Ledgant4a Timei File
.
ineomF.s- are improving, there's
•
'
greater cultural interest. in 'peel
the J. 'T. Hale Motor-----ls will
open tomorrow, ac. here and abroad.
cording to A. Cook ganders, manage
r. The new business
Prentice-Hail makes some susis lquatctLarthe corner of Seventh
NO ESTATE FOR 1411—Aceordand Main Street and gestions for business cashing in
has .the Oldsmobile- agency.
lrie to word from London, Nips.
on this rich market,'
It sugges's pre-fabricated hous- Robert (Jessica Freeman 7,1clit.
Treon, daughter of Mr.
Ray ing for bungalow
ford) Treuhaft of Oakland,
Treen. Sr., 1003 Poplar Stteet, Murray, and
s, calseeas, guest
has
.
hien ap- and bath houses.. -Calif.., was disinherited in her
poirted acting fristtuctor in mathmati,s at
Ohio tni‘er- Firms could pinpoint a sales father's will because her politisitv. Athens effective Sept. 1, announced
Preskjent John campaign for camping equipmen' cal 'sympathies ...differed from
his. Her fathers Lord Reclesdale,
•ri na•ional park sites.
- elardy F. Rogers, 70, died (if a heart
left a 5361.000 estate. Mrs.
To make travel easier, 2 saticiO4
is,ttaekrat
yesterday forenoon at "hishome in "Lynn Grove. range of lightweight, easyocoi TreulsaftXhusband is attorney.,
urvi%ors include his wife, four daughte
rs end two ratty and operate products le
soli
oe needed. That holds true, P•
'
atesident Robert Jarman presided over the meetingays, to, no--ironin
ironing.g.- wash-an '
Eradicate
Prevent
clothing lilies and I.,
of
e Murray Rotary Club yesterday at the
Woman'al ,..e:eht :uggage.
Club House., Niosetr of th'e'' meeting was taken
up with ' Even the U.S. government
g ceremony. of appreciation to Mrs.
Mary Farmer who ' getting in un the act. It .
has just resigned her position as pianist fur
the club, for Prepared at profile on the Sep..
twehty years.
,
market. entitled "your commur,
. Mrs... Altie Miles of North Fourth Street
evisited a .an profit from the tourist b
The Destructive Termite
diiiiirhte'r ir 7`7 •'- l`!.• 1-iis o't (h.
ibess.' WhIch is available ft
FREE INSPECTION
nei.511perintendent of documer,
Waterfront activities rate hie
i ly in the recreational list. Bo ,
i i OS. . water skiing, 'skin city.,
— Licensed & Insured —
'and other sports such as hunto
and fishing tied Ono, the la
SAM KELLEY
market,.
.
Then, there's the blsom ..
Phone 441
home swimming p o o I s which ,
Prentice-Hall esItimatee was a
Corner at 4th & Main
Phone 433
market of S325-o.mi11ion c in 740.and,, '-ill ineresnes BO to on I
.••••••••••••••••

plete bretic-don of the Eisenhower Doctrine and the
Baghd
Pict we believe the general public will approve. t)e prompt action taken by President Eisenhower
folio% ing the revolt in Iraq'.
If-it hadn't been for arms and ammunition furnished
by the-Urrited States we seriously doubt that the proWestern government of Iraq rotitriel have been.
by the army through fffth'''column infiltration by proNasser forces, but our -policy of arming tht (tour*nation
s
of the Baghdad Pact is numbered among our past mistakes and -has taken ins fatter- abut" with sefliag
crap
mot:alto apan for ten yeafs prior to the attack on
Pend
HarLOr. It
too late to do anything about it now.
tf we are learning anything from the spread
of
-Confirnunism, and the growing haired of the
United
Statis in most of the world, it is that foreign aid is
dYnamitl and that.it pays to handle it with caution.
It should
eithr be stopped, we should copy the Communist
systerneof building up puppet dictators like Nasser,
back up
England and France when they attempt to
hang them
as tbey have donajor centuries, or reLurn
to Republican
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FIRE-PROOF FILING
CHEST

$32.50

Use it for filing important
papers or as a small safe.

FIREPROOF

-

• when he ti
—eta al4er a
with -Presic
Cairo Rs
fisser lear
la nchngs h
back to P
furred will
then flew
nesday. Let
•
It are
after Nasse
Tito that T
dernnanon
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Keep your
ds, birth certificates, and other important papers safely.
This Is A Good Item For
Any Adult!

41.

4pn.

No result
announced.
'Moscow sak
let "vohinti
if he were
Soviet Unic
sive troop
borders of
day.
Red
Mrsrawbi
*1-a tore ma
States and
to see the
ent resolut

Steel
Cash
Boxes
Utility CABINET!
in a variety of sizes and interior
combinations.
Perfect

for

the farmer,

small

business, and the home.

*

1

Several Size's
To Select
From

TO UR PATRONS
CHAIRS DESKS
By COLE
A_Comfortable Chair for
Year Around Office Corn-

(.1 fort!

Several Styles From Which
To Choose

131, COLE
Resolve to dress up your office during 1958. Work
more efficiently, more ,comfortably with economical Ledger & Times office furnitwe.

Economically Priced!

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
DAILY Ledger & Times

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.

•
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•in

a
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•

•
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Stan Triumphs Even If Cards Fall

The Ledger&TimesSportsPage
First la Legal Sports Now* * First Is Patted Proms Sports flows

*4;
0

-

• By FRED DOWN
with the bases filled and one the Cleveland Indians whipped
United Press International
•
out. Mary Grissom, 41-year old the Washington Senators, 8-3.
What appears to be a year
reliever, won his sixth game for
Frank Robinson's two - run
Tennis
of defeat for the St. Louis CardSan Francisco.
homer in the second inning and
inals
is
almost
certain to be
.111111•11•••.1111•P
Streaks Broken
one of towering triumph for Stan
an unearned tun in the eighth
The Cincinnati Redlegs snapped enabled the Redlegs- to end
MAJOR LEAGUE
Musial.
the
a seven-game losing streak when Cubs' five-game winning streak.
- The Cardinals seem to be
,STANDINGS
they beat the Chicago Cubs, 3-2, Joe Nuxhall went
drifting
.aut of t h e National
the distance
By United Press International
and the Los Angeles Dodgers although
League race but there's no stoptapped for 10 'hits for
scored.:
a
5-3
victory
over
the
ping Stan The Man who lready
his sixth win.
gittsbirrgh Pirates in other Na- Don Zimmer, Gino Cimoli and
has passed two milestones this
Ilona! League action.
W
L
Pct. GB season and has three
Gil Hodges homered for the
more major
New York
58 28
667
, The . New York Yankees re- Dodgers while Hank Polies and
goals with in his grasp.
mained
Boston
12
games
ahead
44 40
the
524 12
in
Roberto. Clemente connected for
Musial, who earlier in the
American League when they beat the Pirates.
Detroit
41 42
494 1444 season joined the select group
Stan Williams gained
the
Detroit
Tigers,
Baltimore
4-2.
The
41 43
488 15
credit for his sixth win with
of players with 3,000 career
Boston
Red
Sox
topped
t
h
e
Kansas City 39 44
470 161
/
2 hits, passed Lou Gehrig on the
relief help from Clem Labine in
Stan Medal
Kansas City Athletics, 6-2,. the the eighth.
Chicago
40 46
465 17
list of the greatest extra-base
Cards
Baltknore
Orioles
shut
but the
Cleveland
44) 47
460 1744 hitters when he blasted two
Bauer Wins Game
Chicago White Sox, 3-0, and
Washington
37 48
435 191
Hank Bauer's two-run sixth/
2 homers in Thursday's 8-7 loss still more honors to come before
to the Milwaukee Braves. His ;he 37-year old Musial is finished
inning triple snapped a 2-2 tie
career total of 1,191 extra base this season:
and gave the Yankees their sixth
Yesterday's dames
hits is surpassed only by the
win over the Tigers :in 15 tries.
New York 4 Detroi,t 2
—With 397 homers he needs
1,356 hammered out by the king
Art Ditmar received credit for
Boston 6 Kansas City 2
only three more to become the
of all sluggers, Babe Ruth.
his fifth victory although 'relief
Baltimore 3 Chicago 0
But it looks like there are sixth player in history to hit
star Ryne Duren shut out the
Cleveland 8 Washington 3
400 during a career.
Tigers with one hit for the last
—With a .370 batting average
three innings.
that tops second - place Willie
Jimmy Piersall's tie - breaking
Mays by 26 points he has a
single and a two-run single by
Chicago at Washington, night
strong chance to tie Honus WagFrank Malzone sparked a fiveCleveland at Baltimore, night
ner's National League record of
run Red Sox uprising in the
Kansas City at New York, night
eight batting championships.
Detroit at Boston, night
Joe Green pitched a two-hitter 'fth inning. Tom Brewer went
—And, with his amazing all8
innings to win his fourth
around season, Musial rates bet- as the Braves beat the Pirates,
gam▪ as Murray Wall mooned
ter than an even chance to 5-2. In the second game the on.
'Tq Gorman dropped--his
become the first player in history second place Tigers edged the
Chicago at Wastrington
fourth
ision against a single
Giants
7-5
cut
to
the
league
to
win
four most valuable player
Kansas City_at New York
victory.
leerier&
lead
-to
twoawards.
Detroit at Boston
Billy b'Deltsscattered nine
Green struck out seven 'and
Cleveland at Baltimore
The Braves got a firm grip on
All For Naught
walked two in giving the' Braves for the Orioles\to best Chicago's
first place in the Park League
Musial drove in five runs their third win of the year. Billy Pierce in a,duel of leftyesterday by swamping the In- with homers in the first and
Glenn Grogan was the top hit handed All-Stars. 'Two singles.
diaris 23-1 to give them a full third innings to give the Cardproducer for the Braves with a a passed ball and a incrifice fly
game lead In the other games
nroduced two runs for th`aioles
inal; an early 5-1 lead Thursday double and a single. Four other
W
L
Pct. GB the Orioles
in the fourth inning and Books
smashed the Pirates but rickety St.
Braves -collected one hit each.
Milwaukee
Louis
pitching
48 36
.561,
17-1.
Harold Moss had a perfect Robinson hit his third homer
couldn't hold the Braves. Homers
San Fran.
47 38
.553
/
1
2
David Terhune run his' vie:tory
by Del Crandall and Wes Cov- night at the plate for the Tigers in the sixth.
Chicago
45 42 .517
3/
1
2 string to five for
Rocky Colavito drove .in foot
the Braves, ington ,and a run - producing with three singles and a walk in
St. Louis
39 41
488 6
striking out five and walking one
runs with his 15th and 16th
double by Hank Aaron helped the Tigers triumph.
Pittsburgh
41 44
.482 614 in two innings.
homers as the Indians beat the
tie the score and then Mel Roach Jerry Weaver was the winning Senate..
Philadelphia 38 42 .475
7
Robin Hornsby and Steve West
behind C al McLish's
pitcher
with
singled
home
four
strike
Felix
outs
Mantilla
with
Cincinnati
38 44
463 8
were the top stickmen for the
eight-hit pitching. Minnie Miand
two
the
winning
walks.
run
in
seventh.
the
Los Angeles 39 46 .450 844 'winners- -witit-three singles
--aks4 Iloworad -lox_ the
-net 'tear Ittiidette,' Who shut outThe Tigeft took an ear1y'7Edward Kirk had a double and
man. while Roy Sievers hit his the Cardinals for the last five lead with two-in the second and
a single while Terhune and Steve
innings, won his ninth game five in the third and Coasted on fourth in three games and 24th
McCoy helped out with two
of the year for the Senators.
Cincinnati 3 Chicago 2
for the Braves. who have a to victory.
singles each.
Milwaukee 8 St. Louis '7
tidy four-game winning streak.
Steve Sanders aided the win
The Indians only hit went to
San . Francisco 8 Philadelphia 7
The San Francisco Giants came with three runs batted in.
Ray Boren. ,
up with another of their sensaLos Angeles 5 Pittstiurgh 3
Ronnie Barlow and Toinmy
Kenneth Rose pitched a one- tional
late-inning rallies, so remi- Carraway were the only two By United Press
International
hitter as the Orioles walked over
niscent of 1954, to remain a Pirates to hit safely.
the Pirates, striking out etght
half-game behind t he Braves
NORWOOD
Stoney Henson clubbed two
, Mass. (UPI) —
and not walking a batter.
Iliblwaultee at Chicago'
with an 8-1 _triumph over t
hits for th
ilm-tfo..rrk
12R V.
__Egs?
Giants
Kent Kirsgingirtrd-th,, Wdy
-at-trar-Angetes,a eTp-hia'nullies.•Tge Giants
ere are the Prep League Conn.. outpointed Bobby Bell,
the Orioles with two doubles and
Pittlibuelth at San Fran., night
went into the last of the ninth Standings:
133, Youngstovm, Ohio (10).
a triple. Eddy Young, Bob MarsSt Louis at Cincinnati, 2
trailing, 7-5, but tied the score
W L Pct. GB
hall, Eddie Stone, and James
on rookie Orlando Cepeda's two- Giants
la.. 3 .793
Nesbitt all had two hits each.
run double and won it when Tigers
Tomorrow's
--11.---2-.1143 -+' Urs-ua7KA
MA Phitipch
A (UP
ne5)
. and 13°Inirn
ToshirY
o
Robert Darnell accounted for relief
ace Dick Farrell wild- Pirates
4 10 .293 7
Tanaka. JaipaA n, (10), postponed
at emcee°
the only Pirate hit.
pitched the winning run across Braves
3 11
214 8
by inclement weather.
Philadelphia at Loa Angeles
Psettlittrgh at San Francisco
St. Louis at Cincinnati

Football

Today's Sports News Today

Bsketball
Rasebalal

PAGE THREll

American League

Today's Games

...UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE — Dr. Karim Azkoul, Lebanenes
e Ambassador to the UN,
Henry Cabot Lodge; Abdul Abbas, Iraqi Ambassador to the UN and
Taysir Toukan,
Jordanian Ambassador to the UN (left to right) held a conference
prior to the UN Security
Council meeting July 15. gecretary-General Dag Hammarskjold
refused a demand „from the revolutionaryregme in Iraq to replace the UN representative Jrom.the
overthrown regime of King Feisal.

iskmbassador

▪

meetings denouncing the American landings in Lebanon and
the British airlift of paratroopers to Jordan.
.Thf first detachment of paratroops recently stationed in Germany was flown her e today
from the secret NATO airtime
in .Adana in giant troop transport planes. They were equipped with jeeps for reconnaissame purposes.

•Btfildup•••
(Continued from Front Page)

BOX
)OF birth cerher imporly.
Item For -

Steel
Cash
Boxes

iL'. Work
h econo-

rf‘t at least 8,000 paratroopers,
Irish and Grenadier Guardsmen
-"' and Royal Scots Fusiliers would
be in Amman.
The Nasser -Khrushchev conference startled the world. Nas-......--LAgr was-last roPt444- si Alunday.
. when he hurried frum Yugoslavia after a
conference
. with 'President Tito.
Cairo Radio said that when
faseer learned of the American
landings he orderei. his ship
back to P RI Yugoslavia, conferred with Marshal Tito and
then flew to Moscow on Wednesday. Later, he 'flew to Dam-

• The Mariner we/armed athore
today onto-MO-beaches at the
ylliage of Antelias, five miles to
the north. Their arrival completcl a protective !Prinking movement that installed Marine outpests on both sides ofthe capital.
At the same time the Jordan
government ordered doctors and
nurses not to leave their place
or walk wIthourspecial permission. •rhls is a normal precaution
taken before
a
nation
launches some military operation,
The iAnglo-Arnerican Intervenden hi the Middle Coat continued to- have thajar ,rdpercussions.
In Bitomow crov-tela of demonstrators paraded !aerfore the U. S.
likribassy today for the second
time in two days and dernanckd
te see 1,1:S. Anibasador Llewellyn
Thompson to deliver a protest
which Moscow papers said represented 300,000 workers. .
Marines in Beirut
'There were anti-American and
British demonstrations in
nist China, in'Rome
Moscow today to protest the

N

Lt apparently was immediately
after Nasser's 'final meeting with
Tito that Tito fired off his condemnation of the American ,agr
apn.
No results of the talks wet*
announced. although in the part
"Moscow said it wouki send Soviet "vohinteers" to help Nasser
if he were sorely pressed. The
Soviet Union itself began massive troop "exercises" along the
borders of Iran and Turkey today.
Rees Demonstrate
„Meanwhile, Russtan
demon.'
Wtators marched on the United
States and British embassies in
to see the ambassadors to Presresolutions nailed by mass

ar=u
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WIRRAY
DRIVE - Bit THEATRE
OPEN .... 6:30

—

START at DUSK

2 ACTION HITS!
Both_ In Color

FRI.-SAT.
SEE 'EM!
71IE NEW TARIAN!
F/RST TIME/N COLOR /
GREATEST OF ALL!

pe.E,

A.FID VIM IN

Th

LOST
. SAFARI

aorr CALROUN. YVONNE DAUM

SOWN SCOTT Ai TN, ww mew.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
MICKEY

•

NARA COON RIX MASON
WEINtli BRAND

lit RUN MURRAY!
ROONEY

- in -

"Baby Face Nelson"
* *

MONDAY

NITE

ONLY * *

ON STAGE * IN PERSON
LESTER FLArr & EARL SCRUGGS
* Grand Ole Opry Show *
Adults .... 75* — Children
f

Sorry, No Passes

..

Accepted

Free

Tomorrow's Games

4111.3440:141-

Braves Get
Firm Grip
On Top Place

_

?my

Anglo-tArrierican troop landings
in the Middle East.
The demonstrators dem ended
Thursday afternoon, in Calcutta,
India. and according to the Syrian Radio at Nablus in Jordan.
Neblus is the area where an
anti-Hussein plot was started by
pro-Nasser (Palestine) refugees
last year.
The US. paratr-oopers arriving
today. from Turise.y were the
first Air 'Force Group, 187th
Infantry ot the 24th Division.
They were flown here in C-130
Hercules transports from Adana.
The United States has reported
flying 1,600 troops there from
Germany, but Turkish dispatches said 5,000 had arrived.
It was understood the firm detachrnept would relieve-Marines
• •I

Joe Green
Pitches A,
Two Hitter

National League

Yesterday's Games

Fight Results

Today's Games

Beirut Airport, seven miles from
the city, arid tbiat the Marines
would move into Beirut itself.
Already one Marine unit
guarding the port area of Beirut
was moved back into the city
to the American Universitri,
Opposition Hardens
Beirut was quiet during the
night except for the sound of
the Bri1i4i transport planes flying overhead and' no major incidents were reported.
However, internal opposition
to the Marines landing w a s
hardening, causing an increase
in tension throughout the battered
country.
Parhamentary
Speaker Adel Osseyran, neutral
in the attempt to oust pro-Western President Camille Ch,arnoun,
It seems as if two of our
was furious over the entry of local lads are doing
quite well
American forces.
for themselves in the semi-pro
Twenty-two others of the 86 Big Eight baseball, league
in
deputies in the Lebanese Parlia- Basdrop, Louisiana. They
are
ment called for an emergency Tommy Wells and Dale Alexandsession to debate :Whether the er, Murray State Athletes and
American troops should be told former Murray High stars.
to leave. Rebel Druse chieftain
Both boys were named on
Kama! Jurriblatt called t Is e the league's all-star team that
American move a "reactionary" recently defeated the league leadone belonging to the 16th Cen- ing Minden team 6-3. Dale played
tury and warned that "Russia center field for the stars while
Is powerful, too."
Tommy pitched two innings of
Reports received in 'Beirut to- hitless and runless ball against
miss' said Su:nib/et
and
his the leagne's number ones.
Dale and Tommy were two of
tribesmen were marching toward
Nib Al Safa, a mountain area the Basdrop's three men that
about 11 rrriles southeast of Bei- were chosen on the all-star
rut. Jumblart reported he was squad. The other man was the
itching to do ,battle with gov- stars number two catcher who
caught the last four innings.
ernment troops there.
Dale started the game and TomMore Ships Arrive
The arrival today of powerful my pitched the fourth and fifth
new Sixth 'Fleet units brought innings.
At last report Dale was hitting
' to 44 (tie ntrrnber of Arnrican
warships in Lebanese waters. It around .300 and Tommy had won
one and lost one.
was'from aircraft carriers of
The Big Eight is an Industrial
this fleet that 50 US. Navy jets
League about. the equivalent of
flew cover Thursday for the
"class C ball."
British landings in Jordan in a
show of force that she...wed the
Willies meant business.
Arrivals 'today included t h e
carrier Saratoga and the heavy
' cruiser Des Moines, flagship of
, Adm., Charles Brokth, who was
hurtying ashore for conferences
i with
Charnmin, An. James
(Lord Jim) Ifollmvay, t Is e
American C-in-C here, and Ambassador Robert M. McClintock.
The remainder of the AmeriI US. State Department trouble
I shooter Robert Murphy continu- can Legion baseball tournament
ed his round of peace talks with will be played at Brooks Stadium
an in hopes d)f quickly ending in Paducah.
The field at Princeton, where
the Lebanese rebellion and rethe first part of the tournament
storing peace here.
Three French warships includ- was played, is in no Condition to
ing a light cruiser add two de- finish the meet due to the down
stroyers crufsed offshore again pour of rain in the last few days
It is also believed that since
today while French military and
Princeton has already been elim, naval attaches in, Beifut coninated from the tournament the
ferred
with
ships' personnel.
crowds will be much greater at
Their arrival caused great conPaducah since Paducah, Benton,
sternation here Thursday b u t
and Murray are the only three
they did not land the 300 French
remaining teams.
',Nfarines aboard. Paris dispatches
The tournament will resume
indicated France was eager to this
afternoon with Murray meetmake
Mideast operation a ing Benton and
the winner facing
Big Three move.
Paducah tonight at 8 o'clock..

I

Games

Milwaukee

Local Boys Do
Well In SemiPro League

ANNOUNCEMENT

_

Dr. E. H. Oakley
Chiropractor
WILL OPEN HIS CLINIC AT AURORA, KY.

MONDAY, JULY list
the Clinic formerly occupied by
Dr. W. H. Abernathy
Hours, until further notice
10 a.m. — 8 p.m.
Monday thru 'Friday
1 p.m. — 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday

Legion Play
To Be Moved
To Paducah

Dr. Wm. T. Doss
Formerly Associated With Dr. Abernathy
Aurora, Ky., Is Now Located
at
1111 W. Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Hours Daily
Except Thursdays
Phone 115

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 12 Noon
Appointments Preferred

Dr. W. H. Abernathy, Chiropractor, has moved to his new clinic
on his
farm below Kentucky Dam.
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COMMUNIST PARTY GAINS
IN FINNISI4 ELECTIONS

D•GAULLE IS TOO SUSF
TO ACCEPT IKE'S WWI
SOVITTS SAY "ARE 14114"
All LIVING IN RIONG011A

Ii
h e SWIM
Streelt Will enter
Hespital Sun-day, Ally 20 for 'a
treat'general chock-up and
mem. She will be there for '
eeeenal days.

ADAMS INVESTIGATORS nu
CniEF FROM FOE SuGGING

as por
CAPTURED V. S. AIRMEN
sAULASIDIV RuSuAto

Mission Study Is
Ileld it Home Of
Mrs. J. 0. Reeves

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Thursday, July 17
the City Part at 610 in the
-Mrs. J. 0. Reeves opened her
The Burines and Professional evening. Each person is asked
h me for the meeting. of *e
cne.es of the Wetnan't Miseene Worrirsea Club wIl meet in the to bring a covered dish and
ary Society of the Memerial home of Mes. Max Churchill at Over Meat will be furnished.
••• •
Bele ist Church held on Tuesday," 630 in the everung.
•• ••
July 15.
Tuesday, July 22
Friday, July 18
Murray Star chapter NO. 433
The study ret the boak on
The Whiny Star Chapter 433 OES will hold its EtSguhIT meet'Pryc-' was -directed by Mrs. OP S will have a call meerng at mg a-. the Milliorec Hall at 7:30
r:s Sanderson. Various mem- the Masonic Hail at 7:30 pm. in the evening.
be: larks pare In tthe docussions. An initiation well be held.
• • ••
• S ••
-- -Mrs. J. B. De.erepee. ire - the
opening prayer and Mrs Hugh
Monday. July 21
Teir'Filrath led the closing prayer.
The IS.1.:ce Waters Curle of
Mrs J. W. litietton presided at
*he First Methodist Church will
Meeterrg:
Ineet in the city parr
The Manie Bell Hays Circle
'Arreengernenas of dds'ea and picnic at 6:30 in the evening.
of the Women's Society of
•• ••
ris wore used at vantage
• Christian Service of the First
p :.nts in the house. A covered
The Yellin; Women's Sunday Ileht)thst Church held 'ttis re. de h lundwan was served at the
Par.meeting in the social hall of
Ti - n hour.
&hoe: Class of the nest Bap- _sem church.
on Monday evening
try-one persons were- presChurch. , Mrs. E. C. Jones, at 730.
. en:
seer.
f7: ?save a pular at
Mrs. Jo 'Nell Rayburn, pro-

NIattie Berrffdys
Circle Has Meet
At Social Hall

gram .chairman. introduced Mrs.
Rue Overbey who gave the devotion. Mrs. 'Bon Swann related
I penes about the trip a group
teem: to the Betheleen Center and

THE NOSE KNOWS

The chairman, 24 t s s Rubie
Smith. conducted the business
session.
Refrettnnents•awere served by
the boetesses 'who were Mrs.
WIll
Vilethe!1• !Mrs. Garnett
Jones, 'Mrs. Holmes Ellis, and
'M
Alt ritice Lassiter.
.5
••••

Miss Clayton
Guest Speaker
.
Hazel WSCS Meet

-1-

111
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SHOWN DEAD, 2 MISSING
MIGHTY ALASKAN 'MAKE

SIMPLE RULES FOR HOME
CANNING

You won't want to
t - .‘e
extra vegetables from your
'garden go to waste. iso why not
can them
Here are several
suggestions that may be of he:p
to you
Wash yoer jars and glass
covers in soapy water and then
boil in clear water for fifteen
minutes If you use metal lids,
scald triem.
Here are four popular methods of canning For fruits and
tomatoes a cold pack is popular. Pack the raw prodt.ct in
Ars and add hot- hqu.d For
vegetables and neeets.-use• hot
pack by putting the boiling hot
woduct in Jars For all vegeMbles except high acid* vegetables such as tomatoes, you

may want to use • pressure
cooker or pressure sauce pan.
For acid foods, a boillag artier
bath is very good_
toe very fresh. yosag and
tender vegetal:if!s for canning
and ws.sh them thoroughly Be
sure AM pack your ears firmly
with vegetables
Corn, liana
beans, and peas swell because
they contain starch, so pack
them only to one inch of the
top of the jars Other vegetables are packed to ene-half
inch to the top of the tar.
Allow the jars to cool with
good air circulation to prevent
cracking • You'll be wdi rewarded for your grants when
you see the/U[134*d product.

FOR

USAF 0.2 JETS GROUNDED
AFTER 2 EXPLODE IN AIR

ENJOY THE

REIM CASTRO storkeits
WRANGLE OVER KIONAPINGS
11.1. NIES MISSILE
MEN MOLISE TN NOSE

C

CROSS

ACROSS
1-1 •I•flgurs
1- Tit‘crne
O-loa.artaage
12-Exl•t
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11T,TAAINTtni1lo
' ('CM VAIL
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PERSONALS

15-Ma,,'.
1, 1(118 IWO

AIa catamumgp

TODAY!

• e ••
Mrs. Ed Bradley and eon, Edward lann. of Evaneville, Ind.,.
have been the guests o Is e r
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Liras.

SATURDAY
4P1

Mrs. Hunter Love
Opens Her HOW
For Dorcas Class

•

The
Ranch Xing

• Horfi's Cars of

SPECIALS
Spring, summer
and Fall
Cockteels

18

Pool
• Yocht.ng crude
Mar Florida KeLs

I -Church
Pervice

2.Eles In As
I-neemniudt

West!
RRSTS TN ROCXET NEWS-At top Is the first released photo of an Atlas intercontinental ballistic
missile on the assembly line at the C,onvairAstronautacs plant in San Diego, Calif. Theepletura (bottom,. left) shows how a mouse Was
packed Into nose cone of Thor Able n rocket
launc-h.4 at Cape Cana-venal, Ma,Jely--.1. It is
mouse med In Thor Able I. At bottom, center,
another Air Force TRI3M Thor leaves its launching pad at Cape CanaveraL The 72-foot "bird"
was topped by a blunt nose cone which Pourees
saki weld try to be recovered some 1.500 miles

down the tracking range. At bottom, right, the
giant Air Force Titan intercontinental ballistic
missile Is shown for the first time standing in
static tesUrame near the Martin Company installatIon.'near Denver, Colo., where it was developed. The site is west of Denver in the foot-'
hills:of the Rockies. The picture was made by
TV Stance ICOA from five miles away, with
special long-range lenses. The missile measures
10 feet in diameter at the base, eight feet at its
top and, when fully fueled, the PO-foot-Lung
missile weighs approximately 200.000 pounds.

•••••1•••,00,

OVA TALBOTT
DON HAGGERTY
PHYLLIS COATES
ceor erri eer
ceoeeeseoarei

TREES BEAR FRUIT
ORLANDO. Fla. (1:111) — The ,
governors of all the states and
U.S. territories will receive ship- ,
rnents of frozen orange, juice from ,
their awn trees this reenth. Each
chief executive- was gieen a tree'
in -governors' grove" last Z
during the 50th annual govern
conference here.

nickname

JOEIMRICREA

MURRAY LOAN CO.
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LONDON (UPI) —British W I :.
lovers paid more than IS
Wednesday night for 675 boa.
of the Duke of Edinburg's port
wine. The wine was auctioned off '
for the duke's favorite charity,
the National Playing Fields Association.
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COMING SUNDAY!

the finest gift
you can give...
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LAST RITES FOR WORLD'S FATTEST MAN-Top is a elaseiro
view of P.ohcit Hughes, 32, world's fattest man (1.041
rereads) who died outside a Bremen, Ind hospital. tie was
too large to get terough the hospital doors. Lower Is the
auge casket before burial in Pentane, Ill. Ilia grave is eight
a feet lees, 53 Inches wide, twice Width of oratAart graves
;
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301 MAPLE ST.

Dancing and romonclhg — that's YOUR
Millionaire's vocotion at the celebrityfilled New. Terroce Hotel' So don't wait
another minute for reservations!

(stile,make0 the I
the table, I
stove,"

Individual -planning assures
the family that every detail of
the memorial service will follow
their specific wishes. Each J. IL
Churchill service is individually
planned around the triabes of.
those we seiwe.

cp121.7

April 16 film December 15.
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DUKE'S WINE AUCTIONED

7 WONDERFUL DAYS
6 ROMANTK WITS

SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR WRITE —

dp

W. Main Et.
Telephone 130
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'
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Ruretdb3N1 Churrhill, Vanier

• Beach Cabcmos
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V.s.ting in the h me of , Mr.
and Mrs. Buren Baker recently_
were Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Burchfield and daugnter Bonnie
of Frankfert, afr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lee Armstrong, Frances
and James Henry, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Kee and Bobby, Mess Pat
Batisell of Central City; Rev.
and Mrs. Bemel K e y, Loyd,
Daniel end Jimmie ot - Central
City, Mrs. Verba Perry and Edward .Ice B. Ray of Louisville

The lawn of the le me of Mrs.
Hunter Love was the scene of
The Warban'S SeCielaY „Of cheMeelbe CaneaC . =Fyne
-held laa -4he
Plan Servtce of the Hazel aletheerearese Sunday, seteeeit Chees, of_
ochst Church heki their regular the First
BaleasI enumtl on
meeting Wednesday, July 14 at Tuesday evening at 6:30.
two °Clock at the church.
Mrs. 'Blear Shirley was the
Miss • Lerene Clayton, a ads,- devoti7enal sireaker for the'-nrenSacreary frown •'Kentucky moon- ing. She wave an :respiring talk
tains, was the guest speaker and on "Prayer."
was intreduced by Mrs Oen
The
president Mrs. Alfred
Freeman. The group sang. "Let You
resided at the m
ng.
Following the stepper a social
Following the song, Miss Clayton hour was held. Twenty
members
to
a treatradel story and thaw- and one visitor, Miss Lillian
ed a picture on why the song Walters, were present.
as written. She started in her
'err' fie
ea eier
-about "'Me...light is shining
as we let' Chest stene through
oU lives. If we do stove and oat
the heft' there w:l: be many
Who Will never know about
Jesus Christ."
Mrs Freeman gave the devotional and used as her subject,
"To Know Clued and To Make
}fn (worn." Mrs. Robert Taylor, cha.rrnan, presided over a
short bus.nees sess:nt at which
tine a e-as ann-,uniced the school
m.ssien would be held Augur. 1-1-45 at Lambeth College
in, Jadason. Tema
During the a cial hour Mrs.
D. C. Claraon served delightfift
AT LAST - Singer-actor Paul
refreehlinente ter—the- rriceribers
Robeson waves his hat before
and games Ani. t h e recreation
boarding a plane for London at
nom of the church.
New York lellewild airport It
•• • •
had taken turn eight years to
I Leenard
Vaughn
and
Ray
get a passport He plans a
Kern tare reanited I r o rn a
series of concerts in Europek_
business 'trip to Chicagee
••••
e pee.
Ted Vaughn, George N ,..T
and Buddy McGrew spent he •
Thursday at Fun Campbell
business.
•8

STANIACK ALONG

Headaches co sore *mule, spell yew
work and play. Get quick cowtoet•
lag rellef ye" SiANSACK AAalgtsiC
Tablets or Powders. The STAPISACK
formula is a cona,notion of eiedieolly
proven ingredients el•sigruad
tatter action against paw.
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100 - is

per weed he three days. Claselfled ads Sr. eayebi• In
solemness

house, stockbarn, crib, tabaccio ment, 24 months to pay. Murray
barn, Se mile east of Lynn theme le Lute.
J18C
HELP WANTED
Grove, Phone 1883 or see Vernon ,
j19p
'NICE,
moderon six room hoist.
Cohoon, 1105 Elm St.
A.-BEDROOM brick home. Elec!Full basement, garage, chickes SPECIAL type route
work. 514
heat. Near eollege,. 1631 W.
'house, gas furnace, on 2 acres days 60 stops. $80 per week
}'none 3243-W.
J I8P AIR CONDITIONER, one - ton( about 1 mile out on highway. gdartentee. Route establietied.
Ca:
Chrysler Air-Temp. Special far 'Owner leavens
town. A bargain. and references necessary. Write
six
roorn $169.95 metalled. No down pay- 1
Clifton Coleman, 422 Columbto
Posoession August 1.
e
Phone 3-2777.
NICE 3-bedroom nume near col- Ave., Paducah.
,
J18C
lege. Raved street, on sewerage,
Answer to Yeaterday's•Puzzie
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
electric heat, nice livin,g ruurn, M-EN-WOMET: $20 daily. - -Sell
kitthon utlit y and carport. A Luminous nameplates.
6- Retreat
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OBOU OCIM
7-t`utile meter
bargain.
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w.tli
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deed.
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BAIT CRUSHED TO NAM IN STROLLER-New York truck drlwer i Althea. ht a vain eNert to rester* RN. The truck hit the baby,
OM MO DU UMU
19-rgroalMon
'15-Man's
house.
Bath, garage,
OR /IMMO OM
Walter Stephan weeps in the cab of his vehicle while Mrs. Heist in a stroUer being puabed by bat mother. The driver was sumutility, salary, mue be good cook,- do
2eIs-Imams
24-(reek
letter
1,11spettailic
stock barn- and tebacco barn. light fictisework and
WO OM
.
Smith, 4.1, breathes into the mouth of her 13-month-old baby, moiled for failing to yield the right of way to a pedestrian.
earn t
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All good level land. See this one. for
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be deewred Nick armada* sod Par
icwe kirc• ems bitter 01111110911
ra
the rosehers Na the Cgral def l .,
wr hod
enrnevientSnaj
'Upon Morn The
ta,bh.s1 • new Piiis
,,,k
steps to impostr115uI11S.. is
of raair• that rhe ranchers
rLd then-, by right of possestat RAVINPI Kliware'• anew,, was •
meeting- of the ranchers at Wynn
4 Thonagenn's Ma
,
. is dieruas way. and
t• eine of bir,king the Pnreet Service's

deros see it that way too But If I "I heard-yes." Slade said as
La had it to do 00.4 again- maybe- re rotted- bark in his bunk
fhit
he would Nat forget *lust he as Frenchy blew out the light
lie
thought waslright and run with reflected that hearing didn't necthe crowd. It was plerssnt to be essarily band him to a promise to
19901ii:d
pren efi espected.
need.
was watching him out
Even so it was three days beOf the corns of his eye.
cat fore tie had a chance to find
out
don't like living with s sheep- that the
door was locked Of
elan-no 2"
course he didn't have any keys
Slade flushed and was suddenly with him,
hut it
ashamed of his thoughta. Frenchy ordinary house looked like an
door-lock that
deserved • better return for his ,pm
,
probably
e
• skeleton key would
hospitality than this.
"I was feeling a little sorry for
He strolled around behind the
myself," he,admitted honestly.
"Sorry that I quarrelled with house that mornine and saw that
a
smaller
room bad recentit .s-en
Uncle Nick. But mostly I was
just thinking about what a big built on behind the original oesn.
It
was
a
fair-sized room prob.
job I've got to do - and wonderC '1 Ores
ably about fifteen by fate n and
..teAle chosen to iced the fight to ing whether I can do It or not"
k• -e the TO,,St Rangers at a die- •. You can do," Frenchy said there were iow, wide windo- . on
each side, with gre,•n iv! -low
0,nrited it om with Ms reams
, ,efusies fie has been moils In with quiet confidence. -Once! Sam
se0 e local Fnrect Ranger Nick 0010- peecked the right man. I make shades pull( I cIown to the 'Al
.Hir• he se ring'-id by this news aa some coffee.
grencay came round-the
Sornetheeng hot
ii ,,thet ran, iiers and approved when
of tee house and caught hir.1
SV,..s.Thoatiarron offered to lead the make you feel hatter."
V. --tans', to the Rangers. Mado's
Maybe the coffee helped some eying the email. The big Pre - en•
cnly ally Is Pranchy gliebettg*U11. •
man,didn't say anything but nis
• ..ep m iser despised by the rattle- -but mostly It was Slade'. In••,
tr. • Frew hy has offered Slade Illy- nate good common sense that face hardened, and there- was tin
V.: quarters at his house.
pulled him out of the doldrume. expression in his eyes that 0111,,
And he made a private vow to very plainly, "Try it and see a-hot
CHAPTER 9
himself that he wasn't going to it gets you!"
r:IIENCH Y QUEBEDEAUX'S let himself get to wallowing.
Shades ears burned a little se
In
I cabin was not fine, but it was self pity again.
he walked away. He didn't like
comfortable and attractive It
Frenchy sensed the differenee snooping, but thought/ of thewas built of logs with a peaked In him. Usually gruff and taci- mysterious room
tied him bothroof as the mountain Mexicana turn to the point of actually ered. It wasn't past plain
(girl bull& then plastered inside and seeming unfriendly. new he ap. amity. The three rat-tie
outfits in
out with mud. o
peered childishly pleased at the the Chupaderos had been losing a
Frenchy opened the door,struck Idea of having a gnest. lie was stasitee proportion of their rah
and
first
Slade not the Itind of a flush who would crop for two years now and
went In
a match
„consicline waited in the doorway ever talk much, but there wee a as Forest Ranger it was part of
Ildeile the hig Frenchman lighted change In his attitude, a tenta- his job to put a stop to it, noe tha lamp. Then he looked around tive, almost wistful groping for ee they wanted his help or not
friendship that surprised and
a nil appreealt
in surprise .
When Slade rode In to get the
Frenchy stirred tip a fire In the touched Slade Conaidine. It made mail a couple of dap+ later rie
stove, poured water in the tea- him forget for a solid hour one alio stopr ed by the little hardkettle and not It on. lie turned Important reason he had had In ware store and bought a skeleton
then, rubbing his hands in delight accepting the sheepman's offer of key.
Baehr) came an flu supper that
at the apereval on the cowboy's lodging.
It was at bedtime that some- night
Shaven, scrubbed- and
'face. "You like, hey r'fie asked.
happened that jolted the dragged In (-lean Imes he seernul
thing
"It's mighty nice, Frenthy. Nointo an awarenoss of how Ilk, any other sensible outlet.
cowboy
body could ask for better."
little anybody knew about spoken English gentleman. Baena
An "I make hrem all myself-the Frenchy Quehedeaux.
liked to talk, and when he was
illionse, the chairs, the fireplace,
lie was sitting on the edge of a sober he talked well.
the table, ever'theeng but the tune, taking off his boots. He
Interrupting one of Racho's
stove."
jerked his head toward a door stories, Slade suddenly raised his
-leg mighty nice, Frenchy," in the long -back wall of the room, head end -teemed.
"tv.rrit't t Meer
Slade said again, and Want over A door that somehow seemed your dog harking. Baran?" he
and sat down in one of the chairs. newer than the rest of the wood- naked. ''DO yoU
suppose someSlide -was feeling a little sorry work.
thing could be bothering the
for 'himself. Three days ago he
"You got another room back sheep?"
had been at the top of the heap, there. Frenehy 7"
With a sigh the little herder
The big Frenchman looked at got to .his feet and reached tor
a top-notch cowhand, his uncle's
foreman, destined some day to be him and it seemed to Slade that his Coat. "Probably one of Mrs.
the owner of the 143. And now there was a funny, half guilty, Kilgore's bulls," he said in exo he was, an outcast among half sorrowful look on his dark asperation. "One big black hail a
Is own 'kind, a boarder in a
regular feud on with Shep. There
He knew he fac
sheep- camp.
4oti don' go in there" he said is salt in the corral and there
shouldn't mind it - Frenchys quietly.,"Ahytheeng else on theca Isn't a fence in the country that
Cabin was clean and comfortable risco she fees yours.; but don' go will stop him. Perhaps Fel better
go see ahetit IL"
- but he did. tle minded keow• in there.";
Slade let • boot fall with a
log that to the cattlemen he was
As he opened the door the harksheepman's
hrtish.
thump. "I thought maybe that's ing took an a desperate, frantic
tarred with the
maybe,
one
but
Bacho
he
Idea
where
said
slept,"
casutone, and then there was a crashA foolish
ing sound as If the bell had
that was deeply ingrained.
al.
aenchy shook his head. "Mos' busted through the corral fence.
He fotinl-Mmaelf almost wisht le--when bee's working hardFrenchy got up. "I go too," he
ing he could live the past three .
days over again. Ile still had • Bacho bee's too dirty for the said grimly, end reached CO, a
(keep, cenviction that Uncle Sam house. He sleeps In the balms gun from the rack on the well.
When he
Sladoe nerve!, tensed This was
was right in establishing the For- we,th h1CP9 sheepa.
(0 Service lei look old for his (deans up I let hecin come In. But the chance for which he had been
somebody
had you hear what I say about those waiting.
1'Iii' lands, and
(To Bs Continued)
to make these folks In the Chupee door r

f

v.

Notice To

B.dders

July 20 - July 27

The Ktritsey Baptise Chau-ch will
sake sealed tele f ir the sale of
:he present eject:ter:urn
3500
ore *neon, July 21.
BtfiliEng must be removed frail
premises before August 9. 'The
church notch the right to accept
or rsdeot. any Of OH bk112.- See
Oaran Riley, Ktirksey.
J19C

LOST & FOUND

•-

Svjc.'i'1O;45-

a.m. and 745

p.m.

- EVANGELIST REV.
ON CiOLDFINi'S GIFT UST-Dr. John R.;Steelman (left), former
President Truman's chief assistant, conceded in Washington
that he too was on Bernard Goldfine's Christmas gift list.
However, Steel/nem, like Sherman Adams, deolad he had er•T
obtained any Federal favors for the Boston Industrialist.
Goldfine told House investigators that teelman helped him
get a "commitment" for a $12,000,000 Federal loan. Steelman
and Adams are pictured (above) as they met December, 1952.

I"

LOST: Black and ain Beagle
female. No collar. Phone 15954.
.117P I

NORMAN CULPEPPER
- SONG LEADER

MILBURN HOLLAND
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED
TO ATTEND

NANCY

by Raeburn Van Buren

HOW DID I
EVER GET SO
LOST IN THIS
FOG 2

ANYBODY
HOME?

AH, THERE'A
FLIGHT OF STAIRS-I'LL GO UP AND ASK
WHAT PART OF
TOWN
I'M IN

-

•-•

s sr.

"O.

ABBIE SD' SLATS

by Ernie Buahatiliar
THAT MUST BE THE TALENT YOU
SAID COULD SUBSTITUTE FOR YOU
ON DOBBS-ON-THE-ROCKS
WHILE YOU'RE RECOVERING,
FROM LARYNGITIS
EH, CHARLIE

igyam••••

LIL' ABNER

fp Ai Capp
m

IF TI-IAT PIPE ISN'T
PUT OUT,WE'LL

ar

EXPLODE!!

I CAN-BUT
WI40
CAN GET
TO IT?

I CAN CARRY
FIRE

I CAN'T
CARR."(
AFIRE

OY.TINGuiSHER!!
DON'T WORRI,
FRAN'S!!

EXTiNGUISHER!!

MIND!!'

\

7-I

•
•

•

...miqpiuoppoqnrmm•s••••m.-

reOPY

NOT ALL LE IX•iett-&

-

1
1

riff,

.-A
•• •S It sr

•

1040.0.100doPtralleageallete

a
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Farm News and Other items of
Interest

Freezing Of
Peaches Is
Popular

a.

to Our Readers

in the Rural

1Downward
Trend Seen
In H-og Price

•

Areas and Communities of Calloway County

FARM FACTS

Loca

United

because much of that used on
the farm-such as combines, corn
harvesters and balers-is very
seasonal'. it is used for only a
few days each year, thus giving
the operator little opportunity to
develop a technique. or safe
pattern of movement. , Tractors
en our hilly Kentucky ffelds are
particularly dangergs, too.

farm is the natural carelessness
of many people. Long and irregular hours of work are not
conclusive in orderly check-ups of
danger points, and farm peogie
are prone to overlook little thirVs
that endanger life and limb. A
broken board in the barn floor.
rotten steps, rubbish left idly
But probably the must import- an-Lind are all booby traps of
ant factor in the dangers on the danger.

FARM SAFETY. The two most swimming, wider uses of
fire
; dangerous places in America to- arms, dangers of isolated
fires
day are the highways and the and injuries resulting from handfarms of the nation The farm ling livestock and you
find a
is doubly dangerous because it larger per cent of injuries
and
combines all the hazards
the deaths by accident on the farm
I modern home and its electrical than in any segment of the
LEXINGTOK....../51„...._:=. Peaches
gadgets with those of fast mov- American population.
are among the most successfully
LEXINGTON. Ky. (Special) - ing farm
machinery Add to these
Farm equipment is more dangfrozen foods for both fla) r
A downward trend
hog prices the dangers of unsuper
vised erous than industrial machinery
texture. Thoroughly ripe
is expected until` early fall
months, says the Kentucky ExWith no green or hard- sP
be frozen in slices or In ha
tension Service's bi-weekly outlcok letter.
in syrup or sugar, awhile
ripe fruit 'may be crushed or
One reason is that hog slaughmade into a puree for freezing.
ter is likely to range between
10 and 15 per cent above slaughHere are suegestions from . UK
Extension food specialists:
ter figures for July and August
in- DM.' the letter saya, "i
a %eril-p- In hel-a4ife-(:
USDA estimates of winter farse that it will be cold. by disPictured above,- artmembers of Kentucky's
rowings are near accur.ate." The
solving 3 cups of sugar in 4 cups
State Farm Safety
CoMmiftee meeting with Governor Chandle
June 20th pig crop indicates
at waier.
7T-Ca quart of the syrup.
r as Tie- proclaims.
July 20-26 as National Farm Safety Week
add la teaspoon of crysta'•••-,
these winter time farrowings
fur Kentucky. From
left to right: John Jenks. Farm Editor. Lexingt
were un 10 per cent last Decemascorbic acid (vitamin Cl doon Herald; Jess
WALkses-Krnupk Farm Bureau Federation,
riolved in !-•,c of cold water. 'Pio
ber (1957). 16, per cent .in
and Chairman for
National. Farm Safety Week in Kentucky;
Jvappaey this year and 15 per
prevents darkening of the fruit
.Jack Crowner. WAy:
§
Radio and TV. FarmProgram Director. and
eara,1-•U''Fi-a'briary, Likewise, the
2. pip ripe peaches into boiliroo
Publicity Chairman
for the State Farm Safety Committ
itych?se Sri farrowings resulted
water for •ta to. 1 minute. thon
ee: Jerry Montgomery.
....Chairman of the Kentucky Farm Safety
in larger number of pigs being
Coot in cold or ice water.
Committee and Exeaujive Seereta-ry - Of' the Kentucky Associa
Val-efi - at this time; and as of
e
'and s ce
tion FFA: Mrs. Earl
FrieeRy. District Chairman, Bluegrass
June. 1958, there were 17 per
directly.
Homemakers.
YTUP
-cent more hogs in the three-tog pint freezer container. (Allow '
tea* month -tege-gvetrp-o
from December, 1957 through
for each pint container.
f PeaenesS
u
§
February 1958) in the main
4ts..TO hold the slices
under
corn-belt states, the letter says.
the syrup. put crumpled parch•
Top quotations on hogs thus
ment Or locker paper on top of
may fall in the 18-cent
the fruit. .
•
pound
range by the end of August,
5. 'Leave enough space at the
'
says Duel Lanpher. economist.
top of the 'container for fruit
This price range would be from
to - expand during freezing. Ir.
LEXIN
GTON K.
Prbsent two to four cents a pound
eoreaIners with straight sides and
below
estimates of. total use of burley 1957
prices fir the same period.
leiNe '-a-inchhead- `
tobacco for the year ending next "In view
space for pints. 1-inch for guar:al.
of
this prospect for
LEXINGTON. Ky. - Here are October point to an i.ncreaSeJ price weakness, it appears...pro6, Wine all sealing edges clean a
few things to remember aboutl " million pounds over last.
year. &Jeers should not delay marketfor 'a tight seal. Fasten lid on
grazine Sudan grass this summer.: This is the first unwa_rd turn
tight. and.
ing_ after-hugs reach Aga 260-28
‘
14;, 41. -fitTitt" ken:10cl `_,inse 1992. btu l'he manta- succes:
pound,zate.no- _
• Placed an. tresses. - I---liptellfftitral ES
•
triv
dens
vear
e
---ion
in
which
more
Serviee
burte•t
T
Top hog prices may not drop
7. Hive,the quick-freeze :err- ,
pasture specialist.
has been used than has -been much, if any.
.
perature .at least zero, or pr(below the 18-cent
Sudan grass won't produce ill,'grown.
ferably 10 to 15 degrees below rty.
level in the fall months, if the
,
at feed. when graced constantTotal
supplie
of
burley,
how- USDA estimate of the late spring
Zero.
ly; it is better to .have two ever, still are relatively large.
•• 8. Store at zero or lower. At a
crop is correct:
.'the letter adds.
separate fields --Of Ho_ or to _divide with over 31-z years use on hand.
In the heavy farrowing mon'hs,
higher- temperature, frozen food
--:--- the one field 'with an electric Poor holdings- are less than 16
Irises both outlity ahd -vitamins.
March and April, the report
fer.ee_tia. keep •tock off one pot- per. cent of the total, the lowest indicate
s numbler of sows farion: it shofIld be grazed when percentage in four years
reoNizur at that' ties. %vas d„ww
Exports
aboutlinee-high. and:
of _ burley this year lour and five per tent
(from
1, sh ,td be grazed as ca p;,1,,,-.4s1 are estimated
at 25 -million 1957). raspectively-.- Thus. market
. poeeible., ______.
notinds. the smallest since World supplies in October.
Decemb
er,
, Remove stock after grazing has War II..
' 1958 "coald be much the same _
'
-14w-stand.- rhar-the- -stand- -Further: irrcreases - fn -etgaTelfe a Tit I1577
, even it -hp. then keep.stock
off ose are expected. Almost 450
lanpher says the USDA esti, until the -regrowth is Ill to is billion cigarettes, the peak record , mate of a
decline in number of
inches high. -Such handling
' . •
Pro- so far, were produced in the s. o -s farrowing in the recent
.
moles largest amount Of o .,fiscalt
year, just ended Tobacco M'-ch-May. 1958 period
LEXTN
I - T:' make!
is un. GTON
• • ICY.
•
; t)er acre aod •alto
'
cuts xlown
.0wbest. use ofThat bushel
the groyeer%. however, may not share expectedly low: the hog-corn ratio
or:
danger. of prussic acid poisonin
fully.
in
rains.
these
Greatly
inat
the
peaches
breedin
g time (Novemberg:
you buy. sort them at I
o
Don't let Sudan grass go to creased use of firer tips -.and February) Vas very
once according to ripeness and seed
favorable
: for maaa.oura forage yield,. a reduction in dipnete
and
of
the
r
"usuany :would have enpreserve them accordingly
_.
top-dress at proper time with; cigarette to fit the new -hard-top couraged produce
rs to expand
The advice comes from Min'
,
Eltzabeth Helton. Extension foods; about 100 pounds" ofammonium I box mean less tobacco per rig- production considerably. They
nitrate
.per.
aretteaer.to
14
to
the
•19
per cent less may have held back because of
best time,
specialist at the University nfl
ly is after the first gcsi,og I than in the traditional "regular" fear that hog prices wotad
Kentucky. There ii no "be•t" general
not
or citoconc,
cigarett
thi°
If
e.
trend in filter be profitable by the time hop
way to preserve this delicious I
If
Sudan
tips
and
is
diameter continues, fur- were reedy for market." •
to be used for
fruit, she sava Each , method- i
silage: cut it in
the early dough ther gains can be made in numcanning, freezing or picklin
The downward trend of hog
g- i stage for .beirt
palatability: the ber of cigarettes .manufactured prices is expected to be resumed
provides special enjoyment
ItYrt Sudan tennds to get woody and without increa-sing tile •ota I in The' winter months
winter meals.
and in the
rututite
hs
esi_ palitabterif cut later than amount of tobacco used,
spring of 1959,
The peaches that are.
'
What alsottI The Irffeel of
-L
...
• -e.ating
-.
are the ones to freeze:those that are fully ripe. but
• current business recesaion.on eig1
arette consumption' The'reffee•itill firm. are ideal for 'canning HOUSE PLAN SETS .
are generally believed
b,
while those that are just _under-. ADDED TO
SERVICE
small, so far. Where unerro:ovrioe may be made into pickles., L..
ment has hit hardest. eigaret•e
It is not necessary' that • tbe' 'LEXI
NGTON. Kv -Eight sets consumptiOn is down.
or is ,not
clingstone variety - of ;peaches- be of plans for
farm buildil•ireq. rang- going up .in line
with the naused for pickling. iiiioi Miss Hel- ir.it from
residences to the Ne- tional pattern.
. At the same time.
ton; In fact. :she says there is vida
type oof "cattle-squeene." n some areas,
sales of amoking
,a distinct advantage in Using the have been added
to the Kentucky tobacco for .roll-aor
itir-own cigslivhtlY under-'ripe free-stone va- , Agricult
ural Exterisi'm Service's arettes
or pipe Winking have
rietv for this DU TIVrre, as the Plan service.
LEXINGTON. Ks
increas
Product
ed
ion
of smoking
.
fruit is easier to remove from
Water is
They include one for a ma- tobacco
is abjut 7 per cent More i the cheapest - feed" that a dairy
the stone when it is served on: ('lairierv
storage and shop buil_d:
cow
can
year _than laEt.
have. says _Ed Troutman,
__ the dinner plate.
' -L-----JURE'a hat) abed: a pole-eenverub•
itentucky Extension Service dairy
tion -%hed, a seven-room frame
specialis
ROUT TO LUNCH"
t. but too often dairy
o
•
SPEED LIMIT ON AUTaltAKEI o houcean eight-room one-story.
CHICAGO (UPI) -'The chil- I herd operators don't u s e it
. WIESBADEN. Germany (UPI); brick
veneer residence: a weath- dren's section of
the Brookfield properly..
-West Germany will clamp al ervane
mineral feeder for cattle: Zoo advealisea a purple
t a herd, the average daily
people 'Fors,
speed limit on a portion of the a Nevada
type cattle-sroieeze eater among its animal cxhibit
s. water consumption per cow will
Autobahn superhighway for the (for handlin
DON'T MAKE UP YOUR MIND about your new
g aloc10.: and a van- However, no•one
has ever seen be about 12 to 15 gallons of
first time. it was arrnounced I able
height loading ' chute for the creature. Dirtacto
refrigerator until you see this slim, smart,
r R obe r t clean, cool. water daily, he says.
Thursday The "suicide stretch" I cattle_
.
Beat explained the "horrible" The. oactual amount of water
silent RCA WHIRLPOOL—powered by gas!
from Frankfurt to Danns'adt will
The
are available at notni- beaat
needed, is influenced prim.arilar.
oat to lunch.
No noisy cycling, no motor to break down, no
'have a 00 miles ner hour limit , nal coatsets
at the agricultural enild-------: by milk production, aveight
•-•
tMoosed in an effort to reduce nebring
of
parts to wear out—chances are you'll never
departM
ent of the Unithe animal, and air temperature.
freat,•,.-4 ri.7, •-,Q •V-,- ''.-ir.g s•raigh-4- 1
need a serviceman. New 8.8-cubic-foot'refrigyersity. Lexitur ,•- --4- n• e•-•unly
-With
dairy
anim'als
.
loss
a,
of water
agents' officer
erator defrosts itself automatically. Separate, is' a continual process through
door freezer is separately insulated. Beautielimination and-respiration.
fully fitted throughout: beautifully styled in
Dairy cattle should NOT be
allowed to drink from farm
Decorator colon or white.
ponds, for one thing; this is to
prevent cattle from Wading. into
'jibe- aierr and muddying_ it ,up,
or leaving infectious gerrns. The
troughs ought to be below the
, pond and may be equipped
at
small coat with automatic sheoff valves.
July 15, 1958
I Check your pond to see if
it
' gets drainage from the barn
TOTAL HEAD 855
or
barn lots; if it does, the wafer
isn't Clean enough for the aniGood Quality Fat Steers
$23.00-25.00
mals' drinking purposes.
Baby Beeves
24.00-26.00
First requirement of heavy
Fat Cows, Beef Type
17.00-19.00
producing milk Cows is water,
Canners and Cutters
8.00-16.50
Troutman says. When Cows have
Bulls
PR OPlSJ "
21.80 down
'
\
5
plenty of water, their body ?cmOFFERS ,KIDNEY-Donatd Hackpgrature
s
are
reduced
and
milk
ett, 14, sits at -his typewriter- in
VF.ALS —
production increases. One lest, for
his Claremont, N. IC, hums.
Fancy Veals
instance, showed that cows which
27.00
where he wrote a letter to Peter
No. 1 Veal.
were watered two or three times
26.00
13Ent Brigham hospital in Bos.-a day drank 40 per cent rnzre
No. 2 Sreill
ton. uffehng one it Ills healthy
24.50
water than whelf-watered. once
ThrowoUts
105 North 5th St.
kidneys to Nils-01 v Wissell tri
.
(4 111,191en rot W,O 14
7.50-20.50
,
5061•elly lia• Co I
Sweden. Thebor
10.i lear:allot...awed. a 'day - and produced 20 pas
'10GS —
cent
more
milk.
.
with only one
tsh boy was
. Giving'cows free access to
180 to 240 pounds
kidney rind lost , ht In an acci22 50
dent. Nils-Oloy is...being kept fresh, cool, 'clean water 'Is . one
alive with an artificial kidney. • way to beat the summer milk
slump: •

Num
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No trays to fillyspill,empty or refill!
You get ice automatically
from this new

G an Gras Burley Use
razing
Calls Turns pward
,
For Care'

)
wide-tops.

.6

Governor Chandler Proclaims National
Farm Safety Week

FARM PAGE

isbet Iasi).- namr-uf,
,.....

ICE-MAKE

THE BANI
this numb,
Sourtother

Sort Peaches
Tor Rip—eness

ater Cheap
"Feed" For !Da
I iry Herd

So trouble-free
it's backed by a

10-YEAR
WARRANTY!

DALE & 8
"2", as $1.1
*digit Wien)

10-year warranty on
gas refrigeration unit,
plus full-year on
complete refrigerator!

6

Council
New Cit:
The Murra
-

Big-11-cubic-foot capacity!
Automatic clock defrosting!
Separate 70-pound freezer!

l
I

'
[
1

Murray Livestodc Co.
MARKET REPORT

• s''"

Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

GIANT INTRODUCTORY
TRADES! HURRY!

ONLY THE NEW GAS
REV1V

01-11A W

r-,

A revival
9. the Color
located at 5(
Smithy, Jul
thm.ugh Jul:
be at 7.30
Rev. C. B.
Rev, J. L.
pastor, will
The public :

AUTOMATICALLY REPLACES
EVERY CUBE YOU USE!
-No trays to fill, spill, pry loose or

'empty. The Icemagic (like magic'
;rune its own water; freezes it lot
halfenoon Ice-Circles: pops the:
out so they'll dry off (so they won t
stick together!); stores them in
a
handsome basket. Keeps 10
ordinary trays-full on hand!

For Dependable
L. P. Gas Service
CITY GAS
LE
KENGASJ11 BOTT
SERVICE
TANK
Beyond the Mains
METER
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